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Shin Sakiura - Night Running

                            tom:
                Am
Intro: C7 Bm7 A7

[Primeira Parte]

C7            Bm7
Suddenly It's Upside Down
    A7
The World begins to change its view
    C7            Bm7
And Yesteryday is too far away
    A7
So I will change and start anew!

[Pré-Refrão]

C7
I'll Keep searching for you here
Bm7
I'll keep running 'till it's clear
A7
Since I dont know who I am

Nobody can Understand
C7
And I feel like crying now
Bm7                       A7
I dont want to lose it all

[Refrão]

So Please Tell Me
C7                                   Bm7
In these shining lights, there's a place where we'll fit in
A7
A land where we can breathe, and a sky that we'll soar in
C7                                   Bm7
Come and run with me, and we'll wander this world as
A7
We look up to the sky and stars

[Segunda Parte]

C7               Bm7
It's a life full of ups and downs
    A7
The world begins to move and turn
    C7                     Bm7
But still it wont stop the pain and hurt
    A7
You cant escape, you cant avert!

[Pre Chorus 2]

C7
I know it's all pointless now
Bm7
But I'll run on anyhow
A7
I dont know when this will end

But I'll go 'til I cant stand
C7
Cause I want to see the light
Bm7                       A7
See the world when it's so bright

[Chorus 2]
So Please Tell Me
C7                               Bm7

In this shining night, there's a place where we'll fit in
A7
A land where we can breathe, and a sky that we'll soar in
C7                        Bm7
If we run and fly, and we make it to the end
A7
I wonder what will happen to us?
[Pre Bridge]
C7                    Bm7
Someday I'll come and return to this place and
A7
I will be strong, and I'll stand here once again
C7                      Bm7
Don't stop me now, stay and watch until the end
A7
I want to live and soar once again

[Bridge]
C7 Bm7 A7

[Pre Chorus 1]
C7
I'll Keep searching for you here
Bm7
I'll keep running 'till it's clear
A7
Since I dont know who I am

Nobody can Understand
C7
And I feel like crying now
Bm7                       A7
I dont want to lose it all

[Chorus 2]
So Please Tell Me
C7                               Bm7
In this shining night, there's a place where we'll fit in
A7
A land where we can breathe, and a sky that we'll soar in
C7                        Bm7
If we run and fly, and we make it to the end
A7
I wonder what will happen to us?

[Pre Bridge]
C7                    Bm7
Someday I'll come and return to this place and
A7
I will be strong, and I'll stand here once again
C7                      Bm7
Don't stop me now, stay and watch until the end
A7
I want to live and soar once again

[Final]
C7
I'll Keep searching for you here
Bm7
I'll keep running 'till it's clear
A7
Since I dont know who I am

Nobody can Understand

C7
I know it's all pointless now
Bm7
But I'll run on anyhow
A7
I dont know when this will end

But I'll go 'til I cant stand

Acordes
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